Abstract-A moving object is an object of which position changes continuously in space. The movement of an object is represented by the change of its position through space and the change of its attributes over time or location. In temporal geography, the model of space-time cube (STC) represents movements as polylines time-ordered connecting spatio-temporal positions of moving objects. The space-time cubes do not represent attributes of moving objects, which change over time or along trajectories. Several authors used two cubes to represent a moving object, one for spatio-temporal positions and another for attributes changing over location. This article proposes an approach to representing multivariate data of moving objects in a Cartesian coordinate system. The main idea of this article is to join the coordinate system representing location data with the coordinate system representing attributes by sharing the time axis. In this case, attributes that are recorded by the location-based method are inferred visually through the space-time path of the movement. This approach can apply for two cases, given route and ungiven route. For movements of ungiven route, the visualization system combines a 3-dimension system representing locations with a 2-dimension system representing attributes. For movements of given route, the visualization system is a 3-dimension Cartesian coordinate system, where the trajectory is extended as an axis representing the distance from departure place to current place, two other axes indicate time and attributes. In both modes, colors are employed as dimensions to show various attributes. The two modes can be switched reciprocally in a system tracking moving objects on ground.
I. INTRODUCTION
A map is a geographic representation to indicate positions in space of entities, phenomena, and events, which are called jointly objects. In traditional 2-dimension maps, the movements of objects are represented as route maps to indicate the trajectories of the objects. Another approach of movement map is to integrate flow charts into 2-dimension maps to show not only the trajectories of moving objects, but also their attributes. In temporal geography, the model of space-time cube uses 3-dimension Cartesian coordinate systems to indicate positions of objects in space and in time [1], [2] , [3] , [4] . A space-time cube does not indicate object attributes varying over time or location [5] . In this paper, we propose a model of Multivariate Cube (MC) to represent moving objects, of which spatial positions and attributes change over time.
The main idea of this article is to combine two Cartesian coordinate systems representing data, a system represents the positions changing over time and a system represents attributes changing over time. The two systems share the time axis to join time references of both position data and attribute data. According to the approach, attributes are represented in a 2-dimension Cartesian coordinate system, of which an axis indicates time, another indicates attributes. Colors are employed as different dimensions to indicate various attributes [6] . The positions of objects are indicated in a Cartesian coordinate system of 2 dimensions or 3 dimensions. The 2-dimension coordinate system including an axis of time and an axis of location is applied for the case of given routes to represent spatio-temporal positions of moving objects, where spatial positions are indicated on the location axis by the distance from the departure position to a study position. The 3-dimension coordinate system including an axis of time and two axes of locations is applied for the case of ungiven routes to represent spatio-temporal positions of moving objects, where spatial positions are indicated on the plane of two location axes by coordinate pairs ( , )
x y [7] , [8] . In other words, a multivariate cube represents movement data in two modes, the mode of given route and the mode of ungiven route. The coordinate system for given route mode includes a time axis, a position axis, and an attribute axis. Meanwhile, the coordinate system for ungiven route mode includes a time axis, two position axes, and an attribute axis. In reality, the two modes can be switched reciprocally in a visualization system. This paper is structured as follows. The next item is the summary of the concepts employed in this paper and researches concerning the representation of movement data and multivariate data. The item 3 deploys the process making data table for the visualization of moving objects. In the item 4, the article proposes the approach of Multivariate Cube (MC) representing data of moving objects in case of given route and ungiven route. The final item is the conclusion of the article and future works.
II. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK AND RELATED WORKS
From the triad "What, Where, When" by Peuquet in 1994, Andrienko constituted the triad "Objects, Locations, Times" and analyzed further the relations between these three sets of discrete elements [9] , [10] . These relations formed the concepts of spatial objects, temporal objects, spatio-temporal objects, and moving objects. A spatial object is an object having a position determined in space at any time moments of its presence. A temporal object is an object having a position determined in time. A spatio-temporal object is an object existing at a position determined in space and at a moment determined in time [9] , [11] . A moving object is an object of which spatial position changes continuously through space over time. The relation between space and time of a moving object constitutes the space-time path of the movement, which is continuous in the spatio-temporal domain (Fig.1) . The continuous space-time paths of moving objects are sampled to constitute discrete spatio-temporal points corresponding to the relation between the elements of the set of locations and the elements of the set of times in the Andrienko's triad [9] .
The visual representation of data refers to the display of data variables on a coordinate system. Traditionally, 2-dimension coordinate systems have been used to make geographic maps because they are suitable for the representation of geographic world. To represent moving objects, flow charts are integrated into 2-dimension maps to form flow maps showing the movement of objects from a location to another [1] . Minard's map of Napoleon's disastrous Russian campaign created in 1861 is a well-known illustration of flow maps, where Charles Joseph Minard employed flow map of a 2-dimension coordinate system to represent the data of positions, times, and the number of Napoleon's soldiers [12] , [13] . Since Hagertrand included time into geographic data in 1970, he and many other authors have applied 3-dimension Cartesian coordinate systems as space-time cubes (STC) to represent data of spatio-temporal objects [14] , [7] , [8] . In a space-time cube, two of three axes of the coordinate system are employed to indicate spatial positions of objects, the other to indicate temporal positions. The relations between objects, locations, and times in geographic world constitute relation tuples [15] , [16] . The relation tuple <objects, locations> defines spatial objects that are objects having location determined during its presence. The relation tuple <objects, times> defines temporal objects that are objects having the time determined during its existence. The relation tuple <objects, locations, times> defines spatio-temporal objects that are objects determined positions in space and in time. The relation tuple <objects, locations, times, trajectory> defines moving objects (Fig.2) . In reality, every object has several thematic attributes that have the relations with locations and/or times. In this article, we detect attributes from the set of objects to form the set of attributes (Fig. 3) . The relation between the sets of attributes and locations constitutes the relation tuple <attributes, locations>, and the relation between the sets of attributes and times constitutes the relation tuple <attributes, times>. where t changes continuously and naturally, () pt is the position in space of the object. The curve () pt in spatial domain is the trajectory of the moving object [17] . The curve () pt in spatio-temporal domain is the space-time path or temporal trajectory of the moving object ( Fig. 1) . At each time moment, a moving object exists at a position in space, but it may visit a spatial position at various time moments. The variation of an attribute is a function from a continuous domain of time to a continuous or discrete domain of the attribute, : ( ) a t a t , or from a continuous domain of location to a continuous or discrete domain of the attribute, : ( ) a p a p . Technically, the trajectory and attributes of a moving object may be recorded discretely with one of the methods of time-based recording, location-based recording, event-based recording, or change-based recording [18] . The time-based recording method applying for spatial positions of objects provides with data tuples ( , ) 
IV. MULTIVARIATE CUBE FOR REPRESENTING MOVING OBJECTS
Several articles represent spatio-temporal data of the tuples <time, position> and spatio-attribute data of the tuples <position, attribute> on two separated space-time cubes because the number of dimensions of a space-time cube is less than the number of data variables [13] , [7] , [5] . There are three dimensions in a space-time cube; meanwhile the number of data variables includes one variable of time, one or two variables of positions, and several variables of attributes. Hence, it is difficult to represent all variables of data in a space-time cube.
In this article, we propose a cube representing the multivariable data of moving objects, called Multivariate Cube (MC). Multivariate cubes have two display modes as follows. 1) The mode of ungiven route (Fig. 4) : This mode is applied for moving objects having ungiven routes. An ungiven route mode is a combination of two Cartesian coordinate systems, a 2-dimension coordinate system and a 3-dimension coordinate system. The 2-dimension coordinate system represents the variation of attributes over time; the 3-dimension coordinate system represents spatial positions changing over time. The two systems share a time axis. In the 3-dimension coordinate system, the data of spatial positions In order to represent different attributes, colors are used as dimensions indicating various attribute variables.
2) The mode of given route (Fig. 5 ): This mode is applied for moving objects having given routes. In this case, the trajectory of a movement is extended to employ as a spatial dimension of a 3-dimension Cartesian coordinate system, which is called axis d indicating the distance from the departure position to a certain position [18] , [3] . 
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
The model of Multivariate Cube (MC) is proposed to represent multivariate data of moving objects in Cartesian coordinate systems. The multivariate cube provides with two different modes of display for ungiven route and given route. For the ungiven route mode, multivariate cube shares the time axis for representing the positions and representing the attributes of moving objects. Positions are indicated on a 2-dimension plane, and attributes as histogram bars along the time axis. For the given route mode, multivariate cube indicates data of positions on an axis representing the distance from departure place to a certain place, and attributes as histogram bars along the time axis. Accordingly, the model of multivariate cube can represent the data of positions and attributes of moving objects in a cube of Cartesian coordinate system.
The model of multivariate cube may be applied for available data or data from real-time information systems for tracking transportation means [3] . In reality, an object may stop at some place for awhile and its some attributes change, e.g. in the Fig. 6 , the object stops at A from k t to i t . Hence, one of our future works is to implement a tool switching between two modes of multivariate cube to show the change of attributes during stop time of the object.
